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Abstract (300 words):

The 1950’s nationalization of large agricultural plantations resulted in major modifications in the Egyptian countryside and radical effects on the Egypt’s agriculture. This research discusses the gap resulted between the previously owning families and the remains of their assets after being substantially reduced, and explores the nostalgia some of those families developed witnessing the degradation of the countryside. Communism and socialism spread similar undertakings around the World; a notion that is discussed in the international literature. Conversely, the heritage of the Egyptian countryside is neither studied nor considered in any national agendas.

This paper presents the authors’ role in raising the interests of members of some families to restore the remains of their heritage assets in the Nile Delta, and reveals the obstacles that hinder such campaign. The large number of heirs, not usually in mutual agreement in setting up priorities and in defining values, is one. Another is that those who adopted the campaign expressed nostalgic motivations coated with expelling chagrins, thus
focusing in restoring preferred contexts and defacing others. The paper demonstrates the positive achieved results despite such obstacles. It suggests that if the campaign is freed from the individualistic preferences, and gained State support, its limited and fragmented outcomes can be up-scaled and institutionalized.

The lessons learned from this experience lead to propose technical criteria that would turn this initiative into a model to integrate personal and familial heritage attributes into national plans to incite the support of the State, and to hopefully regenerate the heritage of the Egyptian countryside. One means to start with is to introduce cultural tourism based on the countryside associated folklore and traditional gastronomy, and crafts, which will activate a heritage conservation model that is interactive at various humanistic levels, but at the same time generates a new venue for national income.
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